
Editor said:  
I think Greg's a little overly sensitive. I was there. It wasn't that bad. It was a little annoying, but if you try to ban 
every annoyance at the Capitol the place would be deserted.  
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Editor said:  
If education leads to revolution Arizona is certainly on the track to stability since the state is gutting education. 
But I think your analysis is flawed. It's not educating the people that led to the people revolting. It was the lack 
of economic opportunity, repression and corruption, an economy that took care of a wealthy oligarchy while 
neglecting the working people, that led to the Tunisia's "Jasmine Revolution."  
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Editor said:  
How can you defend Brewer's lies on this issue? Without disputing the fact violence in Mexico is getting worse 
on an almost daily basis (a story that has been well covered in the mainstream media) what Brewer said was, 
"Our law enforcement agencies have found bodies in the desert either buried or just lying out there that have 
been beheaded," That is a lie. Period. Arizona law enforcement authorities have not found headless bodies in 
the desert. Mexican authorities have and it's been reported everywhere, from the Arizona Republic to CNN to 
Fox News. Brewer recites "facts" that have no factual basis (another is her whopper that the majority of illegal 
immigrants are drug mules) and the right's willingness to accept her fabrications as truth are very disturbing. 
The thing is, Brewer could easily be truthful on these issues. Violence along the border is a legitimate issue. 
Human smuggling cartels and drug smuggling cartels are related. Those are serious, legitimate issues. But 
they're not as sexy as her fabrications, so she chooses to make stuff up and voters seem willing to accept it.  
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Editor said:  
Funny I thought the downward pressure on salaries was caused by employers who hire the cheapest labor they 
can find and ignore the legal consequences.  
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Editor said:  
Very punny.  
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Editor said:  
Your definition of traditional and arch conservatives are sainted by the hallowed benefit of hindsight. Up until 
the last 30 years os so, traditional conservatives have favored staying out of people's private lives while 
working towards fiscal restraint. Today's arch conservatives, unrecognizable to conservatives of 30 years ago, 
value intrusion into the private lives of anyone different from themselves, whether sexually, religiously or 
ethnically, while still being working for fiscal restraint, so long as it most harms the least powerful in society. It's 
a perversion of traditional conservatism.  
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Editor said:  
Another sign of a poor writer is one who uses "Loose Canon" when he presumably meant "Loose Cannon," 
which is an old naval term for a cannon (i.e. weapon vs Canon camera) which breaks loose in a storm or in 
battle and poses a threat to the ship. A canon is a general law, rule, principle, or criterion by which something is 
judged or a church decree. A cannon is something that comes loose in a storm (hence "loose cannon") and 
goes boom.  
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Editor said:  
Wow. I'm impressed with your chutzpah. You criticize everything the Republic does but that doesn't stop you 
from using their work on your web site without crediting the newspaper. The photo you've put on your website 
was made by Republic photographer Rob Schumacher and is on azcentral. Here's a link: 
http://www.azcentral.com/photo/Community/Scottsdale/15064 it's the sixth photo in. Since you claim to be a 
lawyer I am sure you know that using a photo this way is a violation of the Republic's copyright.  
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Editor said:  
Wow. What color is the sky in your America? Because the view of your America is a lot different than mine. I 
can't tell if this post is satire or you're serious. In the America I see, income disparity between the richest and 
poorest is growing. In the America I live in real wages for the middle class have been stagnant for the last 10 
years and the war against working people is taking more casualties every day. Show of hands of people who 
have seen their income go down in the last year because of corporate and government mandated furloughs? 
One week of pay is roughly 2% of income. That 2% takes a much bigger bite out of someone living on the edge 
of solvency than it does someone living in "tall cotton." In the America I live people with decent jobs have health 
care but the poorest have none except emergency rooms. Which we all end paying for through our taxes. But 
even those with health insurance are denied coverage on many illnesses and one trip to the ER can bankrupt a 
family. How can you explain working class and middle income folks going to places like India and South Africa 
for health care procedures when the richest in those places come here. The problem isn't quality of care. It's 
availability of care. In the Arizona I live in the public schools are suffering at the hands of a state that believes 
public education is a waste of time but private schools are funded by state tax credits. Anyone remember Jack 
Harper's comment about public school teachers "feeding at the public trough." What more proof do you need 
that the legislature (with the exception of a few brave individuals) has no interest in supporting public education. 
And while the poor do pay "virtually no income tax" it's made up for by the horribly regressive sales tax. Taxes 
and food and clothing impact the more a lot more than they do the rich (especially those who shop online and 
duck their sales tax). The America you apparently live in seems like a pretty terrific place. Where did you find it 
and how did you get there?  
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Editor said:  
I nearly spit up my latte and crashed my Volvo when I read this post. You're concerned about the "the Orwellian 
nightmare coming true" now? You should have worried about that about seven years ago when the 
Cheney/Bush cabal were trying to search library records, wire tap our phones and get our internet search 
records. If anything, the doomsday clock of civil liberties has been set back a few minutes, and we've regained 
lost ground, compared to 13 months ago, when it set to nearly straight up midnight.  
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Editor said:  
And I always thought people abusing the system was, well, news. And if you're going to kvetch about tax 
abuses at the Republic you should specify what they are rather than lay out blanket accusations. Are they any 
different from tax breaks any other large employer gets?  
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Editor said:  
One of the roles of the newspaper is to foster public discussion. The fact that this discussion is taking place 
here and elsewhere is proof that the paper is doing its job. I would hardly call the Republic's series a "Jihad" 
and would cite use of that word as proof of someone's disdain for serious journalism. It's watch dog reporting. If 
it makes someone uncomfortable then so be it. The Republic is not here to cheerlead for people who want to 
bend the tax code for their own benefit.  
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Editor said:  
McCain is bringing Palin and Massachusetts Sen Scott Brown here not to raise money for him but to prevent 
them (especially Palin) from campaigning for JD. Palin and Hayworth, both not very bright ideologues, have a 
lot more in common than Palin and McCain.  
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Editor said:  
Perfect. She's polishing her foreign policy experience during her visits. She lives next to Russia. Now she'll be 
on the Mexican border (practically). She's ready to deal with both Russia and Mexican drug lords. Should look 
good on her resume. (or as she calls it, that job list thingy you bet don'tcha know.)  
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Editor said:  
Timothy McVeigh and Eric Robert Rudolph. Oklahoma City and Atlanta Olympic Park. Two bombers and 
bombings perpetuated by Christians to further their beliefs. Granted they didn't wear suicide vests and kill 
themselves with their victims but that doesn't lessen the horror of their crimes.  
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Editor said:  
Yeah, the TSA is a mess. It's almost like the agency doesn't have a director. Oh that's right! The agency 
doesn't have a director because Republican Jim DeMint has blocked the appointment of a new TSA Director. 
The TSA has been the most fouled up part of the Department of Homeland Security since the inception of the 
DHS. Maybe it's time for DeMint, and other Republicans, to lift their block so the appointment go forward so 
someone has direct responsibility for the agency.  
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Editor said:  
It was stupid of Napolitano to claim the system worked after the attempted bombing and her efforts to clarify 
her original statement were embarrassing. That's only part of the story and you missed or glossed over the rest. 
It's worth pointing out that we don't have a TSA Director because the Republicans have blocked his nomination. 
And it was the Nigerians and Dutch, not the DHS or TSA, who let a terrorists with a bomb on the plane. Finally, 
Dutch law enforcement has determined that Umar Farouk AbdulMutallab did have a valid passport and visa in 
his possession when he boarded the flight to Detroit, another significant mistake in your pontification.  
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Editor said:  
RonB, I'm not disputing that it shouldn't have happened. You're right it should not have happened. If ASU 
administrators weren't expecting something like that they're more brainless than the sheriff. I was pointing out 
Greg's inaccurate and too brief report.  
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Editor said:  
He was not shouted down by the Journalism School, which is an inanimate object. He was shouted down by 
ASU students in the Journalism School. I don't know if the students were journalism students. What you didn't 
mention in your brief entry is that a larger group of students heckled the hecklers so Arpaio could finish. But the 
sheriff and ASU administrators chose to shut down the program. There's more to this story than you reported.  
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Editor said:  
In the spirit of living in glass houses and not throwing stones etc you should have probably read this more 
carefully: "If's like judging a Bad Faulkner Contest."  
Reply | Edit | View | Nov 16, 2009 on As the Media Lay Dy…  
Editor said:  
Dude, you're not a journalist.  
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Editor said:  
Can't you feel the hate coming from some pundits. I certainly can. What connection is there between Dana 
Kennedy and ACORN and Jimmy Hoffa? Looking at her photo, she wasn't even in college when Hoffa was 
alive. Trying to connect her with them is like connecting Republicans with the Klan because former Grand 
Wizard David Duke ran (and was elected) as a Republican in Louisiana. Painting with a fairly broad brush here 
aren't we?  
Reply | Edit | View | Sep 17, 2009 on San Francisco on th…  

San Francisco on th… 
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Editor said:  
Wow. Jennifer Johnson took a job as a spokesperson for the Democrats. Stop the presses, this proves the vast 
left wing conspiracy. But wait, scratch that, Barrett Marson left the EV Trib, and before that the AZ Daily (Red) 
Star to take a job as a GOP flack. And Kris Mayes, a registered Republican, left the Republic to work for Gov. 
Napolitano before running for, and winning, a seat on the Corporation Commission AS A REPUBLICAN. You 
chortle gleefully when people lose their jobs and gnash your teeth when they get jobs. Here's the real news 
flash, a job is a job and in this Republican inspired and led Great Recession, (a recession made worse in 
Arizona by the state's singular reliance on real estate over real job growth) and there just aren't many jobs to go 
around. I don't know Jennifer, but given the horrible severance terms the AZ Republic presented people with, a 
bird (or job) in the hand beats waiting for the next one while you deal with the labyrinth that is DES to claim 
your unemployment benefits.  
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Editor said:  
You can't keep blaming the messenger. If Cronkite and the "liberal" media lost the war in Vietnam who can the 
Soviets blame for losing Afghanistan? They had no critical press reporting on their mistakes or quagmire. Or 
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the French in Algeria and Vietnam? Their press wasn't that critical. Wars like this are lost because they are 
notoriously difficult to fight. In our case, we went into Vietnam unprepared to fight a long war of attrition with no 
clear lines or fronts. We were backing a corrupt ally whose leaders and most of the military commanders were 
most interested in lining their own pockets than defending their nation state. In the end, we contributed to the 
corruption and the destruction of a culture. Vietnam wasn't ours to win, we never should have been there. As 
Santayana said, "Those who cannot learn from history are doomed to repeat it."  
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Editor said:  
Wow. Blaming Cronkite for the Killing Fields is a new low. The Cambodian genocide can be laid directly on the 
doorstep of Nixon and Kissinger who decided to expand the war into Cambodia to go after North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong supply bases in Cambodia just over the Vietnamese border. Once we started bombing those 
bases, we quickly increased the size and scope of the bombings until eventually virtually all of Cambodia was 
bombed. Then we supported the coup against Prince Norodom Sihanouk that installed Gen Lon Nol, a 
remarkably corrupt army general. The bombing and coup radicalized the people in the countryside which fed 
into the Khmer Rouge. (Some would say we organized the coup.) Tet was a military disaster for the NVA/VC 
forces and a PR disaster for the US. But to suggest that the "liberal" media is responsible for the carnage that 
followed shows you have the same hubris you accuse Cronkite of having. The press made a lot of mistakes in 
both Vietnam and Cambodia. But responsible for the "Killing Fields?" No way.  
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Editor said:  
Roland's (the Headless Thompson Gunner) analysis of "Citizen journalism" nails it. What Greg posted is not 
"citizen journalism" since he didn't do any reporting. He cruised the 'net found some stuff and opined on it. But 
he did not generate any original sources or any original reporting. If he had done some reporting he would have 
connected the transitional pay dots and reported that former employees are being forced to go on 
unemployment and that the company is using taxpayers (since we all pay into unemployment) to subsidize their 
firings. He would have mentioned that if employees elect to go back to school full time, start their own business 
or leave the state (for example to move back home with parents or look for a job in another state) they lose 
their unemployment and get no severance. That employees have no medical coverage and have to use 
COBRA to maintain their health insurance. Since COBRA is temporarily being underwritten by the stimulus, 
taxpayers are again being asked to subsidize Gannett's firings. He would have mentioned that employees laid 
off in previous rounds got one week of pay per year of employment, up to 26 weeks and health insurance 
continued through the severance period but that other similar sized media companies (Washington Post, Dow 
Jones and New York Times) typically give two weeks of pay per year for up to one year, with health insurance. 
Or roughly double what Gannett paid in previous rounds. That the company, although undeniably in a difficult 
position, is still profitable. That the Republic in particular probably has a profit margin of 15-18%. Other Gannett 
papers are in the upper 20% to lower 30% range but they too fired people. Others, especially in Michigan and 
Ohio, are in single digits. In fact, yesterday the company posted profits of $70.5 million, beating the street 
estimates. He also would have reported that corporation's top executives have maintained their "golden 
parachutes" that are worth millions. (CEO Craig Dubow's alone is $36 million and includes health insurance for 
life.) These are all things that could easily have been found and reported and put the behavior of the company 
in perspective. It would have been real "citizen journalism" and it would have really been "holding their feet to 
the fire."  
Reply | Edit | View | Jul 16, 2009 on Gannett to Outsourc…  
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